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What is it 

The Tactee® system is a set of assistive 
devices designed to restore autonomy 
and independence in daily activities 
of people with mono or bilateral 
functional grasping deficits that aims 
to improve their quality of life. 

Nowadays people suffering from 
pathologies such as tetraplegia, 
hemiplegia post stroke, multiple 
sclerosis or all those morbid events 
involving a functional grasping 
deficiency require intensive care of 
various figures such as therapists, 
family members and/or caregivers to 
carry out their everyday activities. 

The Tactee® system returns functional 
autonomy and independence in 
different daily activities such as eating, 
drinking, writing, etc.; eliminating 
the caregiver who's been considered 
indispensable so far. 

This is possible thanks to a series of 
tools which are useful for performing 
various functions, coupled to a grip 
element that is worn to the hand, that 
allows hooking and unlocking and that 
can replace the various tools in an 
easy, fast and autonomous way. 

The system, with 3 different 
grasping element sizes, includes 
special cutlery and adapters that 
make possible to use them with 
various common items such as pens, 
toothbrushes or razors and so on. 
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The adapter is available in three sizes. The 
measurement is taken around the MCP-joints 

· TAC-AT-TT015 Magnetic adapter Small, 
Universal Left/Right, 19-22 cm

· TAC-AT-TT01M Magnetic adapter Medium, 
Universal Left/Right, 21-24 cm

· TAC-AT-TT01L Magnetic adapter Large, 
Universal Left/Right, 23-27 cm

Tactee is available in a complete kit that contains 
both the magnetic adapter, spoon, knife, fork, 
multi adapter and a set of extra padding 

• TAC-AT-KIT2SMALL Complete Tactee Kit• Small

• TAC-AT-KIT2MEDIUM Complete Tactee Kit • Medium

• TAC-AT-KIT2LARGE Complete Tactee Kit• Large

The different available tools are: 

· TAC-AT-TTO2 Fork
The angle can be adjusted by using a bending
iron. Machine washable.

· TAC-AT-TTO3 Spoon
The angle can be adjusted by using a bending
iron. Machine washable.

· TAC-AT-TTO4 Knife

Machine washable.

· TAC-AT-TTO5 Multi-Adapter
The multi adapter can be used for a toothbrush,
razor, a pen or other items.

· TAC-AT-TTO6 Bottle Adapter
Has a Velcro strap attached which makes it easy
to attach a bottle or a cup.

· TAC-AT-TTO7 Padding Set
A padding set for patients that are pressure
sensitive.

· TAC-B-CASE Storage Case, Black
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